An imaginative addition to a 1900’s
weatherboard cottage creates a perfect,
and award-winning, family home.
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The original cottage is now
the children’s domain, with
four bedrooms and a play area.
The rooms are furnished with
secondhand finds and feature
charming, whimsical murals.
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The pavillion is sympathetic to the original
cottage in its form, but contemporary in its
details. It includes an entry, master bedroom
suite and open-plan living and kitchen area.
The living areas take advantage of spectacular
north-easterly views of Brisbane Water.



Read more...
Breathing walls
The use of hinged solid core doors
in the pavillion is an ingenious and
affordable idea. Not only are they
incredibly functional, allowing the
owners to vary light and air
movement within the house, they
also form a stunning feature from
both within and outside.
The use of different tones in earthy
yet modern colours creates a
huge, sculptural centrepiece for
the home. Its solid functionality
beautifully complements the
recycled materials and flea market
finds used throughout the home.
The cross-ventilation aspect of
the doors is so effective that no
mechanical cooling is necessary,
even at the height of summer. The
intention of cross-ventilation is to
keep a structure as naturally cool
as possible to reduce reliance on
electric fans and air conditioners.
This is great for both the
environment AND your bank
balance. By positioning openings
across from each other, good
airflow can be maintained. This
will naturally pull cooler air in and
expel warmer air from your home.
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Site Planning Principals:
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•Outdoor covered area orientated to the we
•Operable windows and ventilation panels o

